
 

INFORMATION ON PRELIMINARY MARKET CONSULTATION  

pursuant to S. 33 of Act No. 134/2016 Sb., on public procurement, as amended (“Public Procurement 
Act”) 

 

The Czech Republic – Czech Waterways Directorate, with its registered office at nábř. L. Svobody 
12/1222, 110 15 Prague 1, ID No. 679 81 801 (“Contracting Authority”), acting by Lubomír Fojtů, 
Director, is preparing a procurement procedure to award a public contract entitled “Delivery 
of Equipment to Expand Infrastructure for the Elbe-Vltava Waterway Radiotelephone Operation” 
(“Public Contract”) to be implemented within the project of “Expansion of Infrastructure for the 
Radiotelephone Operation of the Elbe-Vltava Waterway”.  

The Contracting Authority desires that award criteria are as close to its needs as practicable and, at the 
same time, that the award criteria as well as the subject-matter of the Public Contract are 
in accordance with the Public Procurement Act, particularly the principle of proportionality and other 
principles provided for in S. 6 of the Public Procurement Act. Therefore, the Contracting Authority has 
decided to present its project to an unlimited number of potential contractors by way of a preliminary 
market consultation under S. 33 of the Public Procurement Act (“Consultation”) in order to obtain 
information relevant for the said Public Contract including, first and foremost, information regarding 
the technical solution. 

 

1. PRELIMINARY MARKET CONSULTATION PURPOSE AND SUBJECT-MATTER  

The purpose of the Consultation is to advise potential contractors of the objective pursued by the 
announcement of the Public Contract, and to obtain any and all information necessary for setting the 
award criteria in an appropriate and objective manner. In this way, the Contracting Authority wants 
to prevent potential risks which might occur during the process of awarding the Public Contract, and, 
as the case may be, also later during the implementation phase. 

The information for the purposes of the Consultation is provided hereinbelow. Attached to this 
document is a Questionnaire which contains questions concerning the subject-matter of the Public 
Contract. The potential contractors are required to answer the questions listed therein during the 
process of Consultation. 

Public Contract type and required public procurement procedure: Public contract for deliveries, to be 
announced in the form of a below-threshold open procedure under S. 56 of the Public Procurement Act. 

Total estimated value: CZK 10,000,000 excl. VAT, which was determined via a procedure pursuant to 
S. 16 of the Public Procurement Act. 

Place of performance: Prague, transmitter localities 

CPV code: 32236000-6 – Radio telephones 

Subject-matter of the Public Contract: The subject-matter of the Public Contract is the delivery of 
riverside infrastructure network technology for vessel radiotelephone connection with an RIS centre on 
the Elbe-Vltava Waterway. The technology to be delivered consists of seven riverside VHF stations 
(except for antenna systems), having the nature of repeaters connected via an internet data network 
to a central server; a central control server having the functionality of a digital switch for connecting 
voice communication including redundancy, and three dispatching stations including connection to the 
LAVDIS system for the identification of a vessel and its current position on the basis of AIS data and 
communication recording. 



Reasons for the Public Contract: The Public Contract needs to be awarded to ensure delivery of 
equipment for the shoreside infrastructure for vessel radiotelephone communication. The project is 
aiming at ensuring VHF connection of sufficient quality and reliability with the RIS centre on the entire 
Elbe Waterway from the border of the country on Rkm 726.6 up to Rkm 973.5 (Kunětice), and on the 
entire Vltava Waterway from Rkm 0 (Mělník) up to Rkm 239.6 (České Budějovice).  

The delivery of the shoreside infrastructure equipment for vessel radiotelephone communication, as a 
highly specialised field of technology which is technically dependent on the technical solution and the 
required parameters of the equipment, cannot efficiently be carried out solely by the Contracting 
Authority’s own resources. The delivery of the technology constitutes an investment project of its own. 

Additional information on the Public Contract: The delivery of the shoreside station technology for 
radiotelephone operation including the central server and dispatching stations is the key part of the 
implementation of a renewed and expanded system for VHF communication between vessels and the 
RIS centre. Having regard to the fact that the delivery has a specialised nature and no such up-to-date 
vessel radiotelephony technology has ever been implemented in the Czech Republic, while several 
similar networks have been built by a limited number of contractors on European waterways, the Public 
Contract will be awarded only for the delivery of the technology and its installation in prepared localities 
so as to ensure transparency, non-discrimination and openness to foreign contractors not present on 
the Czech market. The public contract for the construction preparation work in the localities including 
antenna system installations will be awarded separately (a part unattractive for foreign contractors). 

The replacement of the current shore network for radiotelephone communication with the RIS centre 
is urgent due to the physical obsolescence and wear of the existing technology which is 20 years old. 

The entire project is linked to the RIS COMEX project which is to be implemented in the national RIS 
infrastructure and is aiming at building base stations for the full operation of AIS communication.  The 
construction preparation work for the transmitters and data connections will be shared by both the 
projects. 

Elements of the demanded part of the radio network: 

• Radio communication transmitter - base station 

The transmitter transfers the voice communication conducted in the analog FM modulation 
system (specified below) to the Ethernet data network (specified below). The transmitter must 
allow both simplex and duplex operation. 

• Dispatcher workplace 

The dispatching platform is used to handle voice traffic from multiple converters and operates 
exclusively on the Ethernet data interface. At the same time, the dispatching station must serve 
to supervise the individual converters and their remote configuration. 

• Communication / data interfaces 

Basic types and their requirements: 

. The radio interface is a standard FM radio modulation and shall comply with ETSI 
standard EN 300 698-1 concerning fixed VHF equipment  

. Ethernet data interface with a 100 Mbit / s transmission rate defined by IEEE 802.3 
u. 

 

2. CONSULTATION PARTICIPANTS 

The Consultation is of an open type. All potential contractors, including those that obtained knowledge 
of the Consultation without being directly contacted by the Contracting Authority, may participate in 



the Consultation. The Contracting Authority has directly contacted four foreign contractors and three 
contractors from the Czech Republic that, according to information available in the public domain, 
have experience with the implementation of a similar project. 

The Contracting Authority does not require that the potential contractors confirm their participation 
the Consultation. 

 

3. ANNOUNCEMENT 

The Contracting Entity’s intent to conduct the Consultation was announced by the Contracting 
Authority by way of a Notice in the Tenders Electronic Daily and the Official Journal of the European 
Union. Information concerning the Consultation was published on the Contracting Entity’s profile on 
www.egordion.cz/nabidkaGORDION/profilRVCCR, on the Contracting Entity’s web pages www.rvccr.cz 
and www.ris.eu. In addition, the Contracting Authority directly contacted potential foreign contractors 
and contractors from the Czech Republic of which the Contracting Authority has knowledge as having 
experience with a similar project. 

 

4. LANGUAGE 

Since no similar public contract has ever been implemented in the Czech Republic, the Contracting 
Authority expects that mainly foreign contractors will participate in the Consultation. Therefore, the 
language of the Consultation will be also English, and all the documents regarding the Consultation 
issued by the Contracting Authority will be made in English. If any Czech contractors are willing to 
participate, the communication with such contractors will be conducted in Czech, and all the 
documents will be made also in Czech. That said, the second language of the Consultation will be Czech, 
the same to apply to the subsequent public procurement procedure. 

 

5. CONSULTATION 

The Consultation will be conducted in writing, via e-mail or data messages. The Consultation is 
intended to have two rounds. In the first round, the potential contractors will deliver the Questionnaire 
given in Schedule 1 hereof, including answers and required information concerning the technical 
solution and, as the case may be, additional solution proposals. The Contracting Entity will assess the 
provided answers and information, the outcomes of such assessment to be subsequently reflected in 
the procurement documents. 

In the second round, the Contracting Entity will distribute among all the Consultation participants a 
draft of the procurement documents which will reflect the information obtained through the first 
round of the Consultation. The participants will assess and provide comments as to whether the 
subject-matter has been identified correctly and whether performance by the potential contractors of 
the Contracting Authority’s specified award criteria are possible with regard to the subject-matter 
thereof (the draft to primarily include the Contracting Authority’s requirements for technical 
qualifications). 

The Contracting Authority may organise an additional Consultation round under S. 33 of the Public 
Procurement Act, if during the Consultation or, more precisely, after the second round of the 
Consultation the Contracting Authority considers such additional round necessary. The participants 
will be advised thereof in an appropriate manner. The Contracting Authority anticipates that any 
potential additional rounds will be organised in the same way as the previous ones. 

Any contractors willing to participate in the Consultation may deliver the Questionnaire given in 
Schedule 1 hereof, including the answers and required information and any alternative solution 

http://www.egordion.cz/nabidkaGORDION/profilRVCCR
http://www.rvccr.cz/
http://www.ris.eu/


recommendations, to the Contracting Entity via a data box (ndn5skh) or on rvccr@rvccr.cz by 
19 March, 2018. 

After the Consultation is completed, the Contracting Authority will record the result thereof by way of 
a Consultation Report which will specify the proposed solution taking into account the information, or 
conclusions, arising from the Consultation. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Any questions or comments can be delivered to the Contracting Authority via a data box (ndn5skh) or 
on e-mail: rvccr@rvccr.cz. 

The Consultation must not distort competition and/or result in breach of the principles of non-
discrimination and transparency in the procedure undertaken by the Contracting Authority. The 
process and result of the Consultation will by recorded by way of a separate report which will be 
incorporated in the procurement documents.  

 

Best regards, 

 

   ……………………………………….……... 

Karo, Lašmanský & Partners s.r.o., law firm 

on the basis of a power of attorney 

 

Schedules: 

1. Questionnaire 
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